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STATS REPORT ON EXENETOR

OLE:

Three U. S. Government agencies in particular have been engagedin
considering the future disposition of Eniwetek Atoll. These are DOD
(ASD/ISA and IstA), Lepartaent of the Interior, and AEC. The interests
of each are understood to be as follows:

1. DNA and ASL have been planning the conduct of a series of high
‘ewplosive Pacific Area Cratering Experiments (PACE) on Rmit

‘. sland,

2, Anbassador Franklin Haydn Williass (Departnent of the Interior)
in April 1972 armowunced an intention of the U. 5. Government to
return the Atoll to the Trust Territory (of the Pacific islands)
by the end of 1973.

3. AEC will provide radiological cleanup support.

4, ASOYISA anticipates DOD will conduct cleanup and plans an
interagency meeting August 21, 1972, to disass details,
(See attached ASD/ISA penorméun.)

Several developments are taking place at thestaff level to join the
efforts of the respective agencies. Interagency staff meetings have
been held between AEC (Division of Operational Safety) end Ki wherein
technical data on contamination has been discussed and reviewed, A
MA sponsored, jointly mannedhealth physics surveillance team is
scheduled to visit Eniwetox fora week beginning July 26to investigate
ne feasibility for resuming work onthe PACE experiments. An additicnal
t2an to develop data relating to cost and tire estimates is plamed by
INA for a week's stay begiming Avgust 9; however, this does not apvear
to bs pasticularly well conceived and probably will not provide the
cesired inforzation.
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It is understood that Chairman Schlesinger wrote a letter to
br. Kissinger on June 15 summrizing details up to that date. I
understand that this letter resulted in a request to Interior to
"slow domits talk about the icmediate returm of the Marshallese
to the Atoll. Within AEC, Mr. John Ryan of the General Manager's

' offices is oversesing staff efforts et the moment with the principal
work being performed by the Division of Operational Safety.

CGronology

KwA has found it necessary to roview its PACE planning 2s a result
of a@ quarantine waich was icposed on Rimit Island on May 24, 1972.

_ Tne present quarantine resulted from a survey which confirmed the
existence of a significant level of radioactive contamination on the
4sland. Tis PACE surveillance team, now Scheduled to depart for
unit July 26, will provide the information by which DNA will decide
waether to:

1. proceed with plans to use kmit Island,

2. abandon the island for ancther site, or

3. conduct the experizent on Runit using additional precautions.

This Surveillance team will be comprised of eight wonbers: Air Force —
Weapons Laboratory +- 2, DNA «- 3, AEC ~- 2, and EPA(HERL) ~- 1. |

Prelicinary cost end time estimates will also be devel under the
aegis of isA, AEC has offered its data and other cal assistance
in developing these estimates, There is a difference of views between
Ur. Rogar Ray (NV) and Hr. Earl Eagles (DNA) over staffing, s
anc lcsistic support of the cost and tine estimate sthdy. Hr. Ray believes
tie ALC boat will provide inadequate transportation, that the survey
Siould commence on August 2 vice August 9, and that Holses § Narver. -
enzincers should be included. I cama with Mr. Rey. I would also like
+o rote that GNA has, to my anowledze, mace no attempt to define optims,
assicptions, or criteria to dotemzine costs and times. Hr, Ryan has
asked ur, Biles to call Hr. Eagl2s to see what can be dons to accompdate
ix. Ray's wishes, bota as to scope and timing of the study. The subject
Of lo;istic support YeMains open.
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Potential Problexs

. Assuming that the Department of the Interior chooses to reaffirm the .
April 1972 statewent of AnbDassador Williams (about return of the —
Atoll by the end of 1973), a conflict in scheduling between Interior |
ond DOD couldwell develop. A protracted PACE program would |
undouotedly interfere with Interior's schedule for return of the
Atoll. Even a limited PACE program will probably have som effect
cn Interlor’s schedule. No time appears to be left for clean.
We vay also be hard pressed to obtain data to Supportwell considered
cecisions5 regarding release of the Atoll,

William W. Gay
. Captain, UN
Assistant Lirector for Tests
Division of Military Application
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